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IMPROVEMENT IN COAL-STOVES, 
O 

gestbehicle referre to in these Setters extent at Making part of the same. 
di 

TO ALL PERSONS TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS MAY COME: 
Be it known that I, CHARLES WILLIAMs, of Manchester, in the county of Hillsboro, and State of New 

Hampshire, have invented a new and useful Improvement in, Stoves made of Soapstone and Iron; and I do 
hereby declare the same to be fully described in the following specification, and represented in the accompany 
ing drawings, of which- - 

Figurel is a vertical section, 
Figure 2 a horizontal section, 
Figure 3 a front elevation, and 
Figure 4 a rear elevation of a stove provided with my invention. 
This stove is what is termed a soapstone-panelled stove, it being composed of a metallic frame and sundry 

panels or plates of soapstone fixed therein. - 
The bottom part A of the frame is a hollow case or box, made of iron, and with a flange, a, projecting 

from its upper surface. There is also an opening, h, through the top of the case A, to lead smoke from the 
front flue e into such case. Another opening, d, in the top of the case A, serves to conduct the smoke up into 
a stand-pipe, B, erected on the case, and arranged in rear of the stove-body, and made to open into a case or 

. . box, C, fixed to the back of the stove. This box C has a kettle-hole, e, in its top. It also has an air-register, 
d', applied to its rear, and, underneath, a discharge-neck, f, on which the pipe to conduct the smoke to the 
chimney is to be fixed. A hole, 9, through the back plate of the stove, leads the smoke into the case C. 
Within such case C a damper should be placed, and arranged so as to enable a person, by turning such damper, 
to cut of direct communication between the chamber of combustion and the escape-pipe, so as to cause the 
smoke to pass down the front flue c, and into the case A, thence up the stand-pipe, and thence into the case C and the escape-pipe. : 

The body of the stove is composed of the case A, a recessed cap, D, a series of rebated posts, E. E., and a 
series of soapstone panels, FFFF, G. G. G. G, H H H H, such panels being arranged between the posts, and 
in the rebates thereof. The two front posts are grooved, as shown at i , to receive and hold a vertical plate, 
I, of soapstone, which extends some distance up from the top of the case A, and serves, not only as an inner 
lining to protect the front plate of the stove from the fire, but as a means of forming, with such front plate 
and the two supporting posts, a descending flue, e. Each pair of next adjacent posts support in their rebates 
two soapstone panels, G. H. - . 

The rebates k, for holding each of the outer-plates F and H, are formed so as to enable such plates to be 
cithor inserted in place, or removed thence from the outside of the stove. The base part, the cap-plate, and 
the posts are held together by screw-rods K, which are carried down in chambers or spaces L., made between 
each pair of the plates G and H, the purpose of the inner plates G being to protect the connecting-rods from 
the fire, while that of the plates His to cover them from sight. Thre plates F and H are held in their rebates 
or places by slotted lapping-plates M, whose ends are overlapped by the flanges a' and m of the base and cap 
plates. Each of the lapping-plates M extends across and beyond the soapstone panel H, against which it rests, 
and laps over the adjacent edge of the next adjacent soapstone panel F, so as to cover the joints between them and the next adjacent posts. - 

My arrangement of panels, posts lap-plates, cap-plate, and base enables either of the lap-plates, or either 
of tho panels, to be easily removed from its place, and another substituted, when, by unequal expansion of any 
of such parts, or by other cause, such part may become cracked or injured, it will be an easy matter to remove it, 
and supply its place with a fresh or whole substitute, without rendering it necessary to disarrange the connec 
tion of the parts composing the metallie frame of the stove, except it may be to simply unscrew the nuts of 
such connection. w 

. I claim the combination of the flue-plate I, the flue c, the case. A, the stand-pipe B, and the air and smoke 
box C, with the rebated posts E, the cap D, the series of soapstone panels F. GH, and the lap-plates M, the whole constituting a stove, substantially as set forth. . 
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